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Abstract 
A theory of Sequential Hybrid Programs (SHP) is studied. SHP is a program
ming notation for representing hybrid systems. It contains a phase statement 
and the normal sequential programming constructs such as assignments, con
ditionals and iterations. Time dependent dynamical activities of the system 
are specified by phase statements. Intermixing of these two features leads to 
programs with a rich diversity of behaviours including super dense compu
tations, infinite executions, finitely divergent executions and instantaneously 
divergent executions. Duration calculus is extended with super dense states, 
fixed point operators and infinite intervals to give a logic 11SDCI. A compo
sitional semantics of SHP programs is defined using the logic 11SDCI. Several 
high level proof rules are derived for establishing specific kinds of properties 
of SHP programs such as total correctness and invariance. These high level 
proof rules provide a modular and syntax directed method for establishing 
the properties of SHP programs with the program structure guiding the proof 
of correctness. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Increased application of computer technology has led to novel computing sys
tems which call for investigation of new modelling and verification techniques. 
Among these are the hybrid systems which consist of interacting discrete and 
continuous components. Typical examples of hybrid systems are embedded 
computer systems in which digital programs are used to control the physical 
devices. The physical states evolve over time in accordance with some dy
namical laws, whereas discrete actions, such as computation steps or switches 
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between phases of dynamical activities, are usually considered instantaneous. 
Such an abstraction provides an essential simplification in reasoning about 
hybrid systems (Manna & Pnueli 1993). 

This paper presents a theory for reasoning about hybrid systems using the 
framework of Duration Calculus (DC). A programming notation for hybrid 
systems, called Sequential Hybrid Programs (SHP), is proposed. It contains 
the usual constructs of sequential programming such as assignments, condi
tionals and iterations. These are called control actions. In addition, there are 
phase statements which model the time dependent dynamics. The control ac
tions are assumed to take no time. Phase statements evolve according to some 
specified dynamical laws, and they may take time. Control actions govern the 
initiation and termination of phase statements. We use the Extended Dura
tion Calculus (EDC) formulae (Zhou, Ravn & Hansen 1993) to specify phase 
statements. Thus, phase statements may be used to specify the dynamics of a 
single continuous phase or the behaviours of a complex sub-program. Control 
actions contain the usual features of sequential programs, and these can be 
used to realise complex controllers incorporating numerical algorithms. 

SHP programs can exhibit a rich variety of behaviours including super dense 
computations and infinite executions. Super dense computations arise when 
a number of instantaneous actions occur at the same time. Iteration can give 
rise to infinite executions. For example, depending on whether the body P 
takes time, the iteration statement while b do P od can 

(1) terminate in finite time after finitely many iterations, 
(2) iterate a finite number of times and the last iteration does not terminate, 
(3) iterate infinitely and the total execution time is not bounded, 
( 4) iterate infinitely and each iteration does not take time, or 
(5) iterate infinitely and although infinitely many iterations takes nonzero 

time, the total execution time is bounded. 

The fourth case, called instantaneous divergence, happens when the control 
program enters an infinite loop, or the system is switched repeatedly among 
several phases without spending any time in any of them. The last behaviour 
is the so called zeno behaviour, or finite divergence. For a more concrete 
impression of SHP programs, we refer to the toy example in Section 4. 

In this paper, we give an adequate semantics which captures all the five be
haviours listed above. It should be noted that although in general divergent 
behaviours are not desirable, to prove that they indeed do not occur, they 
must be modelled in the first place. For giving the semantics, we propose a 
version of DC with several additional features. The logic p.SDCI has super 
dense states, infinite intervals and recursion. By super dense states, we mean 
the system is defined as a function from time to a pair of states where the first 
state represents the conditions at the beginning of control actions, and the 
second state represents the conditions at the end of all the control actions oc-
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curring at that time point. The intermediate states are not recorded, because 
in a sequential setting, the internal details during the execution of control ac
tions are unimportant. (There is some similarity with relational semantics for 
sequential programs here). Fixed point operators are used to model recursive 
behaviours and infinite intervals capture infinite executions. 

In principle, the proof rules of j.tSDCI can be used to derive properties of an 
SHP program as logical consequences of its semantics. However, this is usu
ally not an effective method of reasoning, as the semantics can be complex. 
Instead, we propose a more high level modular approach. The low level log
ical semantics is used to derive several high level proof rules for establishing 
properties of interest. These include partial and total correctness, invariance 
and some temporal properties. Familiar logics such as Hoare Logic can be 
embedded within the proof method, and the normal patterns of syntax di
rected reasoning can be carried out using these. This is especially useful for 
reasoning about complex control actions, for they are modelled as sequential 
programs. 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 defines the logic 
j.tSDCI after briefly reviewing the classical DC. The SHP programs and their 
semantics are given in Section 3. The high level proof rules for modular verifi
cation are derived in Section 4 and applied to a toy example. The paper ends 
with a summary and discussion. 

2 LOGICS 

Duration Calculi are a family of real time logics, based on the Interval Tem
poral Logic (ITL) (Moszkowski 1985). Formulae are constructed from the fol
lowing sets of symbols: A set of global variables eVar={x, y, .. . } and the 
meaning of a global variable is independent of time; A set of state vari
ables SVar={ S, U, ... }; A set of global function symbols FSymb={r, gm, . .. }, 
equipped with arities n, m 2: 0, and the meaning of a global function symbol 
fn, n > 0, is an n-ary function fn E Rn -+ R; A set of global relation sym
bols RSymb={ en, Hm }, equipped with arities n, m 2: 0, and the meaning of 
a global relation symbol en, n > 0, is an n-ary relation en ~ Rn; A set of 
temporal propositional letters PLetter={X, Y, .. . }. 

The meaning of global variables is given by a value assignment, 

V E evar-+ Values 

associating a value with each global variable. In different variants of Duration 
Calculi, the interpretation of state variables and propositional letters are dif
ferent. 

The Classical DC 
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In the classical DC (Zhou, Hoare & Ravn 1991), intervals, interpretations of 
state variables and propositional letters are defined as follows 

Intv ~f {[c, d] E Timex Time I c :S d}, 
IE SVar--+ Time--+ {0,1}, .:J E PLetters--+ Intv--+ {0,1}. 

where Time denotes the set of non-negative reals. A model is a tuple of four 
elements (I, .:1, V, [c, d]). The terms and formulae are defined as follows. A 
Boolean state expression B is constructed from (Boolean) state variables with 
Boolean connectives and its duration in a model 

(I B)(I, .:1, V, [c, d]) ~r 1d (B)(I, V)(t)dt 

where (B)(I, V)(t) denotes the value of Bat timet under state interpretation 
I and valuation V. Primitive formulae of DC are constructed from terms 
using comparison operators in arithmetics, such as <, = etc, and can be 
combined by Boolean connectives and modality operators. The length i of 

an interval in a model is defined as i ~f I 1 and it is easy to prove that 
(i)(I, .:J, V, [c, d]) =d-e. Boolean state expression B holds almost everywhere 
(i.e., except possibly a finite number of points) over an interval, denoted as 

r Bl, is defined as, r Bl ~f I B = i 1\ i > 0. A point interval is characterised 
by i = 0, shortened as n. The modality 'chop' of ITL is defined as follows: 
for any formulae a and (3, 

(I, .:1, V, [c, d]) f= a; (3 iff there exists m such that c :S m :S d and 
(I, .:1, V, [c, m]) f= a and (I, .:1, V, [m, d]) f= (3. 

A property of DC, which becomes particularly important when extending 
the calculus with fixed point operators, is the following substitution lemma: 

Substitution Lemma 1 For DC formulae a(X) and ¢, where X is a proposi
tional letter, (I, .:J, V, [c, d]) f= a( if>/ X) iff (I, .:1', V, [c, d]) f= a(X), where for 
any interval [g, h], .:J'(X)([g, h]) = 1 iff (I, .:1, V, [g, h]) f= ¢,and .:J'(Y)([g, h]) 
= .:J(Y)([g,h]) for any Y =I X. Note that substitution a(if>/X) is not simple 
replacement of X by ¢, because if> may contain free variables which become 
bound in a. In such cases, the bound variables in a must be appropriately 
renamed. The precise definition of substitution can be found in standard text 
books, such as (Apt & Olderog 1997). 

The SDC 

Hybrid systems contain physical variables which typically are of the type 
real. To describe and reason about hybrid systems, DC has been extended to 
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EDC (Zhou, Ravn & Hansen 1993), where state variables can be functions 
over arbitrary domains. To model state transitions, several of which may oc
cur at one time point, DC is extended to SDC, where an interpretation of 
state variables is 

I E SVar-+ Time -+ (Values x Values). 

Let Sr denote the set of all state interpretations. Let I_1 and I..2 respec
tively be I projected to the first and the second values. At any point t where 
I_1 or I_2 is continuous, we require that I_l(S)(t) = I..2(S)(t). In the fol
lowing diagram, the upper and lower curves represent respectively I_2(S)(t) 
and I_1 ( S)( t) as functions of time (but for visual convenience, we draw them 
slightly apart at continuous points). 

Interpretation 

Time 

Fig. 1: Timing diagram of a state interpretation 

Boolean state expressions, also called state predicates, can be constructed 
from state variables and global variables with usual comparison operators 
over the value domain and Boolean connectives. An example of a Boolean 
state expression could be (speed > high) 1\ brake_ on, where speed and brake_ on 
are state variables and high is a global variable. Two unary modalities are 
introduced to describe the pre- and post-conditions of discrete actions. For 
any model (I, :1, V, [c, d]) and a Boolean state expression B, let 

(I,:J,V,[c,d]) I="\ B 
(I, :1, V, [c, d]) I=/' B 

iff c = d and (B)(I_1 , V)(c) = 1, 
iff c = d and (B)(I_2, V)(c) = 1 
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where (B)(I_i, V)(c) denotes the value of Bat time c under the interpretation 
I_i and valuation V. A state transition can be specified by a pair of pre- and 
post-conditions, e.g., '\ (x = 0)1\ /" (x > 8). The chop modality is defined as 
follows: for any SDC formulae a and {3 

(I, .J, V, [c, dJH= a; {3 iff there exist m,I' ,I" such that c ~ m ~ d and 
(I', [c, m]) ®I (I", [m, d]) and 
(I', .J, V, [c, m]) I= a and (I", .J, V, [m, d]) I= {3 

where (I', [c, m]) ®I (I", [m, d]) iff for any state variable S 

I'(S)(t) =I(S)(t) if c ~ t < m, I~t(S)(m) =I_t(S)(m), 
I"(S)(t) = I(S)(t) if m < t ~ d, I~(S)(m) = I__2(S)(m), 
and I~2 (S)(m) = I~t (S)(m). 

This chop modality satisfies the following properties 

('\Btl\/" B2); ('\ B31\ /" B4) <=?'\Btl\ )"'B4 if B21\ B3 is satisfiable, 
('\ B 11\ /" B 2); ('\ B 31\ /" B4) <=?false if B2 1\ B3 is not satisfiable. 

In Duration Calculi, state functions are usually assumed to satisfy the finite 
variability condition, which says that they are continuous almost everywhere, 
i.e., everywhere except for a finite number of points in any finite interval. Un
der this assumption, t(B)(I_t, V)(t)dt = t(B)(I_2, V)(t)dt, for a Boolean 
expression B, and we can define the duration of B as 

For any term z which only involves global variables and piece-wise contin
uous state function variables, limt-tc- (z)(I_t, V)(t) = limt-tc- (z)(I__2, V)(t) 
and limt-tc+ (z)(I_t, V)(t) = limt-+c+ (z) (I--2, V)(t). We define the limit values 
of such a term at the beginning and the end of a non-empty interval as 

(b.z)(I, .J, V, [c, d]) ~f limt-tc+ (z)(I_t, V)(t), 

(e.z)(I, .J, V, [c, d]) ~f liffit-+d- (z)(I_t, V)(t). 

The definition of fBl remains the same, i.e., fBl ~f J B = ll\ l > 0. 
In EDC, the following MT rule allows mathematical theories to be imported 

into the calculus: 

Let R(f H(z)l, b.z, e.z, l) be a EDC formula without chop. 
If in mathematics (Vc ~ d)R(Vc ~ t ~ d.H(z(t)), z(c+), z(d-), d- c) then 
fl V R(fH(z)l,b.z,e.z,l) 
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where z(c+) and z(d-) denote limits of z from the right of c and left of d 
respectively. 

Substitution Lemma 1, as stated in the last section, is not valid for SDC. 
Below is a counterexample: let S be a state variable and I_2 (S)(t) = 0 for 
any t, we have (I, .J, V, [c, d]) f= ? S; true, but (I, .J', V, [c, d]) ~ X; true, 
because for any interval [g, h], .J'(X)([g, h]) = 0 as (I, .J, V, [g, h]) ~? S. 
The complication in SDC is that in the definition of chop, not only the 
interval but also the state interpretation I may be changed. Therefore, the 
interpretation of propositional letters should be defined as 

.J E ?Letters-+ (Sz x Intv)-+ {0, 1}. 

Under the new definition, we have 

Substitution Lemma 2 For SDC formulae a(X) and ¢, (I, .J, V, [c, d]) f= 
a(¢) iff (I,.J', V, [c,d]) f= a(X), where for any interpretation of state vari
ables I' and interval [g,h], .J'(X)(I',[g,h]) = 1 iff (I',.J, V,[g,h]) f= ¢and 
.J'(Y)(I', [g, h]) = .J(Y) (I', [g, h]) for any Y =f. X. 

JLSDCI 

The standard way to describe the semantics of a recursive program is to de
fine it as a fixed point (Scott & Strachey 1971) of an appropriate functional. 
Fixed points operators have also been introduced in propositional and modal 
logics, see e.g., (Kazen & Parikh 1981, Stirling 1995), and in Duration Calcu
lus (Pandya & Ramakrishna 1995). In this section, we propose an extension 
of SDC, called 1-LSDCI, which includes fixed points operators and infinite in
tervals. The syntax of 1-LSDCI contains two additional constructs (p,X)a and 
(vX)a, where the occurrence of X in a is positive (i.e., X is preceded by even 
number of negation symbols). 

To give the semantics of fixed point operators by Knaster-Tarski theorem, 
we consider the complete lattice (2<Szxlntv), <;;;), where 

Time+ d~f Time U { oo }, 

Intv ~r {[c, d] E Timex Time+ I c:::; d}. 

For notational convenience, we regard an interpretation of propositional letters 
.J as a function in ?Letters -+ 2<Szxlntv). For a given interpretation of 
propositional letters .J, a valuation of global variables V, we define a function 
e? from the set of 1-LSDCI formulae to 2<Szxlntv) by induction: 

rt (Gn(zl, 0 0 0 'Zn)) ~f 
{(I,[c,d]) I ((zl)(I,.J,V,[c,d]), ... ,(zn)(I,.J,V,[c,d])) E en} 

where (zi)(I, .J, V, [c, d]) denotes the value of term Zi in the model, 
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£?(X) ~r .J(X), 

£?(''"B) ~f {(I, [c,d]) I c = d =fi oo and (B)(I_l, V)(c) = 1}, 

£?(/'B) ~f {(I, [c, d]) I c = d =fi oo and (B)(I_2, V)(c) = 1}, 
£?(-.a) ~f 2cSrxintv) _ E?(a), 

£? (a1 V a2) ~f £? (ai) U £? (a2), 

£?(a1 ;a2 )~f (E?(ai)n{(I,[c,d]) I cETime, d=oo}) 
u(£? (ai) ® £? (a2)) 

373 

where (I, [c, d]) E £? (a1) ® £? (a2) if and only if there are m E Time, 
state interpretations I' and I" such that c :::; m < d and (I', [c, m]) ®I 
(I11 , [m, d]), (I', [c, m]) E £? (a1), and (I", [m, d]) E £? (a2), 
£? ((3x)a) = UaED Ei?{x,....a)(a) where Dis value domain of variable x, 

E?((f.JX)a) = n{x I Ef(X ..... x)(a) ~ x}, 
E?((vX)a) = U{x I t:f(X ..... x)(a) 2 x}. 

The set theoretical semantics is related to satisfaction and validity in obvious 
ways, namely, for any a, 

(I, .1, V, [c, d]) I= a iff (I, [c, d]) E £?(a), 
I= a iff £?(a) = 2(Srxintv) for any .1 and V. 

In this setting, the substitution lemma is expressed as 

Finite and infinite intervals are characterised by 

inf ~f ('v'x)(l;::: x), fin ~f -.inf. 

It is easy to prove the following theorems 

I= ((a 1\ inf); .B) {::} (a 1\ inf), 
I= inf; a =} inf, 

I= inf {::} (true; false), 
I= a; inf =} inf. 

For any interpretation of propositional letters .1, global valuation V, {LSDCI for
mula a and propositional letter X, let (F/)'X be the function in 2(Srxintv) -t 
2(Srxintv) such that: 

(F/)'X = 

It is easy to prove that if X is positive in a then (Fj)}c is monotonic with 
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respect to the set inclusion order. Therefore by Knaster-Tarski fixed point 
theorem, we have 

Theorem 1 For any interpretation of propositional letters .:1, valuation V, 
p.SDCI formula a and propositional letter X, e?((p.X)a) and e?((vX)a)* 

are respectively the least and greatest fixed points of (FfYx in (2(Szxintv), ~). 

It follows from this theorem and Substitution Lemma 2 that 

Theorem 2 For any p.SDCI formula (p.X)a, f= a((p.X)a) ¢:? (p.X)a, and 
f= a((vX)a) ¢:} (vX)a. 

Theorem 3 Let a be a p.SDCI formula and X a propositional letter such 
that the occurrence of X in a is positive. 

(1} Iff= a(¢/ X):::}¢ then f= (p.X)a:::} ¢; 
(2} Iff=¢:::} a(¢/ X) then f= ¢:::} (vX)a. 

Theorem 4 Let X be a propositional variable, a 1 and a 2 be two formulae 
in which X is positive. Iff= a1 :::} a2, then f= ((p.X)al) :::} ((p.X)a2) and 
f= ((vX)ai):::} ((vX)a2). 

Theorem 5 Let a,¢ and'¢ be p.SDCI formulae, and X a propositional letter 
positive in a. Iff=¢:::}'¢, then f= a(¢/ X):::} a('¢/ X). 

The last four theorems provide some simple syntactic rules for reasoning 
about p.SDCI formulae. For example, they can be used to prove that the 
following formulae are valid. 

Example 1 

(p.X)(true; X) ¢:? inf, 
(p.X)(inf; X) ¢:? inf, 
(p.X)(fin; X) ¢:?false, 
(p.X)(X;a) ¢:?false, 

(vX)(true; X) ¢:}true, 
(vX)(inf; X) ¢:? inf, 
(vX)(fin; X) ¢:}true, 
(vX)(a; (X A inf)):::} inf. 

3 SEQUENTIAL HYBRID PROGRAMS 

We propose a language for describing hybrid systems based on the earlier 
work in (Xu 1997). The language supports constructive design by allowing 
specification statements to be mixed with program constructs, in the tradition 
of the well established theories of program development such as refinement 

*Recall that for (pX)a and (vX)a to be well formed, X must be positive in a 
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calculus (Back 1980, Morgan 1990}. In addition to usual program constructs, 
the language includes a specification statement for describing (instantaneous) 
state transitions and a specification statement using an EDC formula for 
describing a possibly hybrid component with time dependent dynamics. 

The abstract syntax and informal interpretation of the basic commands are 
as follows, where for simplicity, we assume x contains all the system variables. 

P ::= (R(x, x')) I« C »I P1;P2 I P1 0 P2 I while B do P od. 

(R(x, x')) is the nondeterministic assignment; its execution is instantaneous 
and the state transition satisfies the binary predicate R; Sequential compo
sition is represented by P1 ;P2 and its meaning is that if P1 terminates then 
P2 is executed immediately afterwards; 0 is the nondeterministic choice; 
Statement « C » describes a component by an EDC formula C. Continuous 
evolution can be specified by an invariant expressing the dynamical laws. The 
effect of the statement is like skip if no time is elapsed during its execution; 
Iteration statement is executed repeatedly until the boolean guard becomes 
false. Other commands can be defined from the basic ones, e.g., 

x := exp(x) ~r (x' = exp(x)), 
k. def 

5 lp =X:= X, 

if B1(x)-+ P1 0 · · · 0 Bn(x)-+ Pn fi 

~r ( (B1 (x) 1\ x' = x); Pi) 0 · · · 0 ( (Bn(x) 1\ x' = x); Pn), 
d def l elay t = « = t » . 

We shall abbreviate (B(x) 1\ x' = x) as (B(x)). The semantics is defined as 
follows 

I[ (R(x, x')) ll ~r (3uv)(R(u, v)/\"" (x = u)/\ /" (x = v)), 

[ « c » ll ~ (3uv)(' (x = u) 
; (b.x = u 1\ C 1\ (i > 0} 1\ e.x = v) 
;/"(x=v)) 

v(3v}(' (x = v)/\ /" (x = v) 1\ c 1\ (i = O}}, 

I[ pl ;P2 ] ~f [ pl ] ; [ p2 ] , 

[ pl 0 p2 ] ~f [ pl ll v [ p2 ] , 

[while B do P od] def (J.LX}(([ (B) Jl; [ P ]; X) VI[ (-.B)]) 
V (vX)((([ (B)]; [ P ]) 1\ fin}; (X 1\ inf)). 

The semantics of the iteration statement needs some elaboration. The least 
fixed point (J.LX) (([(B) Jl; [ P ]; X) V [(-.B)]) characterises the executions 
with finitely many iterations of the loop, where the Boolean guard becomes 
false eventually or the last iteration takes infinite time. We take the view 
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that if the body does not take time, then finitely many iterations of the loop 
also do not take time. The least fixed point formula evaluated to false if the 
number ofiterations is infinite. The greatest fixed point (vX)((([ (B)]; [ P ])t\ 
fin); (X t\ inf)), on the other hand, describes executions with infinitely many 
iterations. Normally, infinitely many iterations altogether take infinite time. 
In our model, we also record divergent behaviours which arise either because 
infinitely many iterations of instantaneous actions or because infinitely many 
iterations with total execution time bounded (e.g., if the nth iteration takes 
time 2~, then within 2 units there will be infinitely many iterations). We follow 
a CSP-like approach (Hoare 1985) to divergence and consider the behaviour 
after infinitely many iterations as nonterminating but totally arbitrary, and 
model it by the formula inf. 

The above modelling of divergence can be justified as follows: We regard 
infinitely many iterations of instantaneous actions undesirable, because if this 
happens the plant will not receive any control signals. The other case of zeno 
behaviour also seems undesirable, and therefore we consider the behaviour 
after the limit time point of a zeno computation arbitrary. This view is tech
nically convenient, and certainly safe. We have not yet come across serious 
applications with zeno computations either to test or to challenge it. It ap
pears that to model zeno behaviour more accurately, the notion of limit of a 
convergent sequence of reals has to be incorporated into the logic (Hansen, 
Pandya & Zhou 1995). 

Example 2 We show [ x := x + 1; x := x + 2] ¢:} [ x := x + 3]. 

This is because 

I[ X := X + 1; X := X + 2] 
¢:} [X := X + 1 ]; [X := X + 2) 
¢:? ((3v){"\ (x = v)t\ /" (x = v + 1))); ((3v){"\ (x = v)t\ /" (x = v + 2))) 
¢:? (3vl,v2)(("\ (x = vl)t\ /" (x = v1 + 1)); ("\ (x = v2)t\ /" (x = v2 + 2))) 
¢:? (3v1,v2)((vl + 1 = v2)t\ "\ (x = vl)t\ /" (x = v2 + 2)) 
¢:? (3v){"\ (x = v)t\ /" (x = v + 3)) 
¢:} [X := X + 3). 

Example 3 We show [while true do skip od] ¢:? inf. 

We have 

(p.X)( ([ (true) ] ; [skip]; X) V [ ( •true) ]) {[(true) J ¢:? [skip], [skip] =? fin} 
=? (p.X){fin; X) {Example 1 in previous section} 
¢:? false 

and (vX)((([ (true)]; (skip]) t\ fin); (X t\ inf)) ¢:? (vX)([ skip]; (X t\ inf)). 
Because inf =? [skip]; (inf t\ inf), it follows from Theorem 3 that inf =? 
(vX)([ skip]; (X t\ inf)). Example 1 in the previous section shows that (vX) 
([skip J; (X t\ inf)) =? inf. Therefore, [while true do skip od] ¢:? inf. 0 

Unfolding Law The iteration statement can be unfolded as usual, formally, 
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f= a([W]) ¢:> [W], where a(X) = ([(B)];[P];X) V [(--,B)],,B(X) 
((((B)]; [ P ]) 1\ fin); (X 1\ inf) and [ W ]I = ((J.£X)a(X)) V ((vX),B(X)). 

4 MODULAR VERIFICATION 

377 

To effectively reason about SHP programs, we use the familiar notations from 
Hoare logic. Let p and q be state predicates, and a a formula. Define 

{p} P {q} ~£ /Pi[P) =>fini/q, {p} P a~£ /p;[P] =>a 

4.1 Total Correctness 

A discrete component is an SHP statement which does not use the phase 
statement « C ». Consequently, if the execution is not divergent, it takes 
no time. For discrete components, the Hoare triple {p} D { q} of total 
correctness is equivalent to 

/ p; I[D]I =>/ q. 

Rules of Hoare Logic for sequential discrete programs can be considered as 
abbreviations of JLSDCI theorems. 

{p} < R(x, :e) > {(3v)p(v) 1\ R(v, x)} 
/ p; (3uv)(R(u, v)l\ "\ (x = u)l\ / (x = v)) => / ((3v)p(v) 1\ R(v, x)) 

{p} D1 {r} {r} D2 {q} 
{p} D1;D2 {q} 

/ p; [ Dd => / r / ri [ D2] => / q 
/ Pi [ D1; D2 ) => / q 

{p} D1 {q} {p} D2 {q} 
{p} D1 0 D2 {q} 

/ Pi [ D1 ] => / q / Pi [ D2 ] => / q 

r(i) 1\ i > 0 => B r(O) => --,B 
{r(i) 1\ i > 0} D {(3j < i)r(j)} 
{3i.r(i)} while BdoDod {r(O)} 

/ Pi [ Dl D D2) => / q 

r(i) 1\ i > 0 => B r(O) => --,B 
/ (r(i) 1\ i > O)i [ D] => / ((3j < i)r(j)) 
/ (3i.r(i))i [while B doD od] => / r(O) 
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P => P1 {Pl} D {ql} q1 => q 
{p} D {q} 

P => P1 / P1; [ D ] => / q1 ql => q 
/p;[D] =>/q 

We only prove the soundness of iteration rule. Let W ~f while B do D od. 

/ r(O); [ W] 
=> / r(O); (([(B)]; [ D ]; [ W]) V J[ (..,B)]) 
{::} / r(O). 

For any i > 0 

/ r(i); J[W] 
=>/ r(i); (([(B) ]J; [ D ]; [ W ]J) v [(-,B)]) 
{::} / r(i); ([(B) ]J; [ D ]; J[ W ]I) 
=> (3j < i} / r(j); [ W Jl. 

{unfolding law} 
{r(O) => ..,B} 

{unfolding law} 
{r(i) => B} 

It follows from induction that / (3i.r(i)); [ W] => / r(O); [ W] and subse
quently/ (3i.r{i)}; J[ W] => )' r(O). D 

4.2 Temporal Properties 

We propose a number of rules which can be used to verify properties that are 
not restricted to pre-conditions and post-conditions. In the following, P, P1 
and P2 may contain continuous components. 

{true} < R(x, x') > fl 

{p} P1 a {p} P2 a 

{p} P1 0 P2 a 

{p} P1 {r} {p} P1 a1 {r} P2 az 
{p} P1;P2 (a1;a2) 

{p} P1 (a 1\ inf) 

One particularly interesting property is invariance, expressed as f Sl V fl. The 
following rule says that an iteration statement satisfies an invariant if the 
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body always takes at least some non-zero constant time c (this ensures that 
there is no divergence or zeno) and satisfies the invariant. 

{BI\r} P ((rSlAl>c>O);/r) 
{r} while B do Pod (rSl V rl) 

The correctness of the invariant rule follows from the unfolding law. 

)" r; [ W ] {unfolding law} 
=>/' r; (([(B)]; [P]; [ W]) V [(-.B)]) 
=>(rSlAl>c>O);/r;[W]I v rsl v rl 

By induction 

)" r; [W] 
:::} {lfn}((rSl/\ l > n XC 1\ C > 0); )" Tj [ W ]I) V rs1 V rl 
=> rs1 v rl 

4.3 A Simple Example 

We consider the following toy example, named CRUISE for convenience in 
exposition. In the system, the current speed of the car V is continuous and is 
controlled by a computer by periodically calculating the acceleration a which 
must be applied for the next time unit. The sampling of the current speed, 
is denoted by the statement v := V. If v < 80, the car can accelerate and 
the rate of acceleration is computed by a control algorithm A. Similarly, if 
v 2: 70, the car may decelerate at a rate determined by a control algorithm D. 
When accelerating, the behaviour of the car is defined by the phase statement 
« 3x.x = b.al\ rrv -xi :S 3/\ V 2: 11/\£ = 1 ».Due to hardware limitations, 
the actual acceleration V may not be exactly the same as specified. Condition 
IV- xi :::; 3/\ V 2: 1 states that Vis within an error of 3 from the value of x 
and that it is at least 1. The design task is to construct components A and D 
such that the speed never exceeds 100. 

The requirement can be expressed by the following correctness formula 

{true} CRUISE (fV < 1001) V rl) 

Due to compositionality of our method, we can verify the correctness of the 
system based on the specifications of A and D. We record the verification by 
what is commonly called proof outline in program verification. In the outline, 
the formulae, marked by shaded boxes, represent conditions and conclusions of 
various verification rules used. For example, the formula in line {2) is obtained 
by applying the assignment axiom to the statement in line {1). The formula 
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in turn serves as the pre-condition for the statement in line (3). Formula in 
line (6) is carried over from line (4), and is used as the pre-condition of the 
iteration body; line (19) denotes the property that the body has, and by the 
iteration rule, the iteration statement satisfies the property in line (21). 

v := 0; (1) 

{V = 0} (2) 
alarm :=off; (3) 

{V < 100} (4) 
while true do (5) 

{V < 100} (6) 
v := V; (7) 

{V < 100 1\ v = V} (8) 

if v < 80-+ {V < 80} A; {V < 80 1\ a< 15} (9) 

« 3x.x = b.a!\ fiV- xl:::; 3/\ V ~ 11/\£ = 1 » (10) 
( rv < 1001 1\ z > o.5);? w < 1oo) (n) 

[] v ~ 70-+ {V < 100} D; {V < 100} (12) 

« 3x.x = b.a!\ fiV- xl:::; 3/\ V:::; -11/\£ = 1 » (13) 
( rv < 1001 1\ z > o.5);? w < 1oo) (14) 

[] v > 100-+ {false} (15) 
alarm := on (16) 

( rv < 1001 1\ z > o.5);? w < 1oo) (17) 
fi (18) 

(fV < 1001 1\ l > 0.5); /' (V < 100) (19) 
~ (2~ 

(fV < 1001 v m (21) 

The proof outline indicates that to guarantee the simple invariant require
ment, it is sufficient that algorithm A does not assign a value bigger than 15 
to a, or formally 

{V < 80} A {V < 80 1\ a :::; 15} 

It is preferable to accelerate fast when the speed is low and accelerate slowly 
when the speed is high. Therefore, we calculate the value of a based on function 
0.1 * e100/(v+20). To this end, we let 

{true} A {0.1 * e100 f(v+ 20)- 1:::; a:::; 0.1 * e100/(v+20l} 
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Correctness of the system is maintained, because 

0.1 * elOO/(v+20) :::; 15 for any v ~ 0 

Finally, the control algorithm A is developed. It can be verified using Hoare 
Logic which has been embedded. 

c := 100/(v + 20); 
k := 1; 
a:= 0.1; 
r := 0.6 * 5; 

{a = 0.1 * L:~:~ ;h (11~go t A r :: 0.6 * stc; k!} 

while k :::; 5 V r ~ 1 do 
a := a+ 0.1 * c; 
k := k + 1; 
c := (100 * c)/((v + 20) * k); 
r := (5 * r)/k 

od 

{a:::: .0.1* ~!~ ,t(~~g0)nl\ .r = 0.6 * 5kjk!Ak > (tAr < 1} 

{O.l* ~~o~/(11+2o) -r ::;; aS o.1 * ei00/(11+2o)} 

{O.l*e1P0/(v+~o) LJ sa :Sl5} ... 

5 DISCUSSION 

This paper presents a theory for reasoning about Sequential Hybrid Pro
grams. These include the usual sequential programming constructs as well 
as phase statements which are Extended Duration Calculus specifications of 
time dependent dynamics. A compositional semantics of SHP is given using 
an extension of the Duration Calculus. Some high level rules are defined for 
modular verification of properties like total correctness and invariance. 

An initial formulation of these ideas was given in (Xu 1997). Since then, 
the base logic used for formalising the semantics has significantly evolved. 
The original formulation used infinite conjunctions and disjunctions, causing 
the logic to be more complex than necessary, and the treatment of infinite 
behaviours was somewhat cumbersome. 

Based on several previous papers, the present logic [LSDCI incorporates 
super dense states, greatest and least fixed point operators, and infinite in
tervals. Duration Calculus with super dense states has been studied in (Zhou 
&Hansen 1996), and in (Xu 1997). The fixed point operators have been intro
duced in Duration Calculus in (Pandya & Ramakrishna 1995), and used to 
model the terminating and divergent behaviours of programs. Our approach 
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to infinite intervals follows the work (Moszkowski 1995) in Interval Temporal 
Logic. 

In the literature, hybrid systems are often represented as Automata or as 
Phase Transition Systems (Manna & Pnueli 1993, Benzinger, Manna & Pnueli 
1994). In our approach, we work with a notation for hybrid systems which is 
closer to how hybrid systems are programmed. In particular, complex digital 
control algorithms can be directly incorporated in our framework as subpro
grams. Similar description languages have been proposed in (He 1994, Fix 
& Schneider 1994, Zhou, Wang & Ravn 1995), but they all assume that ev
ery action takes non-zero time. In contrast, we allow instantaneous actions, 
which together with recursion have led to complex behaviours such as termi
nation, infinite executions, finite and instantaneous divergence. We formalise 
the semantics using a mixture of the greatest and the least fixed points. This 
appears to be novel as compared to the usual approach of using a single fixed 
point. 

Using the logical semantics, we have derived several high level proof rules 
for establishing specific kinds of properties of hybrid systems. These rules 
provide a modular and syntax directed method for verification of SHP pro
grams, extending to hybrid systems the design and verification paradigm, pro
posed originally by Dijkstra, Gries and Hoare for sequential programs. Well 
established methods such as Hoare Logic can be embedded within our proof 
method. These are especially useful and also complete for reasoning about 
complex discrete components incorporating algorithms for digital control. In 
contrast to most of the existing work which assumes that divergent behaviours 
do not exist, usually by ruling out instantaneous actions altogether or by an 
axiom which states that time is never bounded, we can prove that divergent 
behaviours indeed do not occur. Properties studied so far include total cor
rectness and invariance. Further investigation is needed for other properties. 

Our theory is developed for sequential systems. One way to reason about 
concurrent systems is to first transform them into sequential ones. The tech
niques in this paper can then be applied. However, this approach may lead 
to state explosion and therefore modular verification methods for concurrent 
hybrid systems should be studied. Adding concurrency, nevertheless, is non
trivial, as intermediate states arising during the control actions of one process 
can be significant for the other processes. This requires the logic to be able 
to describe the sequences of states occurring at a single time point, leading 
to the notion of the so-called weakly monotonic time, which was first studied 
in real-time temporal logic (Koymans 1992). A Duration Calculus of Weakly 
Monotonic Time has been proposed in (Pandya & Dang 1996) where composi
tional semantics of concurrent systems have also been formalised, and in (Liu, 
Ravn & Li 1998). In future, we plan to extend our theory to Concurrent Hy
brid Programs using a logic similar to ~-tSDCI with weakly monotonic time. 
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